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HEAD’S REPORT

FROM THE HEAD OF COLLEGE 

The year began in the usual way and 
was full of promise as we welcomed 
190 new residents. Together with our 
returning students, they made up the 
largest cohort ever (320 students) in 
the College’s 83 year history. Our new 
students arrived on Welcome Saturday 
in late February. Greeted by our 
enthusiastic Orientation Week Leaders, 
they quickly settled in to the start of 
semester. 

No-one could have foreseen the  
life-changing events that were  
about to unfold. The declaration  
of a global pandemic in early March  
(11 March WHO) followed shortly by  
the declaration of a State of Emergency 
and introduction of government 
restrictions during lockdown (23 March) 
changed every aspect of our lives. 

The pandemic required a pivot for the 
entire College community. In a climate 
of fear and uncertainty, many students 
returned home to be with their families. 
Some, including our international 
students, were unable to return home 
and remained in College. For others, 
the College was the most suitable living 
and learning environment in which to 
continue their studies, even though 
university teaching had transitioned 
completely online. 

Our normal social habits were 
transformed into new social distancing 
practices. All gatherings such as High 
Tables and other special events, as well 
as cultural and sporting activities, had 
to be cancelled. While all of this was 
necessary to keep each other safe, it was 
contrary to constructing and nurturing 
our community, which is at the heart of 
everything we do at UC. So we needed 
to find other ways to stay connected 
and look after our residents both onsite 
and offsite. Those who have chosen to 
become non-residents or to go home, 
have done so in the knowledge that 

they can continue to engage online and 
receive substantial support.

All our efforts have been directed to 
finding a balance between maintaining 
this sense of community while adhering 
to government restrictions. This has not 
been without its challenges and there 
was no playbook. Nevertheless, it has 
been heartening to see how students 
and staff have adapted and risen to 
these challenges. I am deeply grateful 
and thank them for their agility, creativity 
and good will during such difficult 
circumstances. As the year draws to a 
close, we are looking forward to treating 
our students and staff to some very 
special alfresco dining experiences in a 
socially distanced way to thank them all. 

Realising the deep disappointment and 
lost opportunities our students have 
experienced, our priority has been 
their wellbeing. To provide additional 
wellbeing resources, for the first time 
this year we employed a team of 
professionally trained, experienced 
youth workers. They provide active 
support for our student community 
overnight and help maintain social 
distancing in the Dining Hall at meal 
times. This has ensured we have been 
able to keep this vital communal  
space open in a COVID-safe way. 

As our end of year Valedictory Dinner 
could not go ahead as usual, the Awards 
were announced via Zoom. Student 
Club President Jake Vernon-Elliott 
and Vice President Kathryn Hutchins 
received the Leadership Awards, while 
the Valedictory Award went to Gaby 
Patterson, and the SCR Award to 
Cooper Purbrick for their significant 
contributions to the student body as 
a whole. Congratulations to these 
students for going above and beyond  
for the College community. 

We have also continued to assist our 
students in maintaining their motivation 

and focus on their studies. Their strong 
academic results have been a tribute  
to their determination to do well and  
to our resident tutors for the academic 
and mentoring support they have 
provided. Many of our alumni have also 
stepped up to assist with expert career 
and subject based advice. While we  
have missed hosting our alumni at 
College we know how valuable these 
connections and networks are and 
cannot wait to welcome back our 
alumni community in 2021. 

Our staff team has shouldered a huge 
amount of work to risk assess our 
operations daily and to adapt and 
respond to the constantly changing 
external and internal environment.  
Our academic and wellbeing programs 
have transitioned online, all of which  
has been planned and executed in  
very short time frames. 

The College Council has also adapted 
to new ways of meeting and engaging 
on a virtual platform. I am particularly 
grateful for the advice and support of 
our President, Jane Peck, as well as 
the understanding and support of the 
members of Council. We have navigated 
this extraordinary year together. 

Here in Melbourne, as we emerge 
from the extended lockdown, there is 
hope that we are now on the path to a 
‘COVID normal’ world in 2021. What is 
clear is that students certainly still have 
an appetite for college life. Despite the 
uncertain times ahead, we have strong 
interest from both returning and new 
first year students. They are looking 
forward more than ever to returning  
to face-to-face university learning, 
forming new friendships with their  
peers and embracing independent 
adulthood, scaffolded by a supportive 
college experience. 

Dr Jennifer McDonald 
Head of College

Finding the right balance 
There are periods in our lives that none of us will ever forget, and this year 
has certainly been one of them. As we prepared this special COVID-19 
year-long edition of Frappe Fort, we were conscious that we were 
documenting a unique period of our College’s history. During this once 
in 100 years’ pandemic, we have tried to capture the stories of how we 
managed as individuals, as a community and a College. 
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DESIGN STUDIO

The Design Studio is home to:

– Three desktop computers with 
Adobe Creative Cloud (two PCs 
and one Mac)

– A large format (A1) colour printer

– An A4 printer and scanner   

– An A2 size paper cutter and 
trimmer

– A four colour vinyl photography 
backdrop system

– Built-in sink, bench top and  
storage facility for students’  
work

– An A2 size light box facility

Inspiring minds in our new Design Studio
Opened in Semester 1, 2020, with the capacity to seat 17 students,  
our new Design Studio aims to inspire our creative minds. The Studio 
features a range of design tools and equipment, including a light box, 
large scale printer, green screen, projector, mannequins and more.

The space was also set to host a series of design workshops for students, but  
most of these were adapted to take place virtually once restrictions came into 
effect. These weekly Design Software Workshops focused on teaching students  
the basics of Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign. 
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WELCOME SATURDAY

UC welcomes new residents 
On our inaugural Welcome Saturday (previously a Sunday event), we welcomed all of our new students. They 
joined our returners to form a 2020 College community of 320 students, the largest cohort ever in the history  
of the College. Thanks to everyone involved for such a great day!

Elliot O’Donoghue, Panashe Kutadzaushe and Hugo Webster

Dr Jennifer McDonald chatting to students Signing the College Roll, a tradition established by our first cohort 
in 1937
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WELCOME SATURDAY

Some of our O-Week leaders

Steph Carter and Ella Squire The busy merchandise stand
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To look back now, as if from the vantage 
point of a drone, I see a glittery throng of 
over 350 people in the Giblin Courtyard, 
enjoying themselves, greetings of hugs 
and handshakes; people with arms 
around each other, happily bunched 
together. The concept of social 
distancing that is now so pervasive was 
absent from anyone’s consciousness.

It is a wonderful image to recall and it 
preceded an equally wonderful evening 
of formalities, festivities and feasting.  
We were treated to the amazing culinary 
efforts of the Executive Chef and his 
team, and the dedication of the Dining 
Room Supervisor and wait staff ensured 
the Dining Hall looked spectacular and 
the event ran seamlessly. Our talented 
Music Representative, Oliver Humphris, 
arranged and performed two wonderful 
performances on the French Horn for 
our entertainment. The first, Cherubini 
Sonata No.1 was followed by a beautiful 
rendition of La Vie en Rose in which 
Oliver was accompanied by Will Hatty  
on the piano and vocals.

As usual, the success of the evening was 
a whole team effort and thanks go out 
to the organisational and creative talents 

of the Student Services, Guest Services, 
Marketing and Facilities teams for their 
parts. Of course, it is the students 
themselves who ultimately make the 
evening special and it was obvious from 
the positive hum of the night that this 
was a wonderful start to the year.

Formal dinners like Commencement 
are so integral to the building and 
stewardship of our community. It has 
been difficult to have COVID-19 disrupt 
our usual pattern of college events and 
experiences. We have been forced to 
adjust very quickly to so many changes; 
in the way we learn, live and interact with 
others. However, whilst this pandemic 
has left its taint, and will do for some 
time to come, we can at least be proud 
of our agility, our creativity and our 
resilience. Our experience of 2020 is far 
from what we might have expected or 
hoped when we readied ourselves for 
Commencement Dinner, and we may 
have lost a little carefreeness on the way, 
but we can be sure that this experience 
will make us appreciate even more the 
true value of community. 

Liz Agostino 
Dean of Students

COMMENCEMENT DINNER

This year’s Commencement Dinner, like those before, had a certain buzz 
and an optimistic headiness about the promise of the year ahead; another 
new cohort on the precipice of an exciting journey. There was also a 
carefreeness that may have been at the time unremarkable, but now, in 
hindsight, seems particularly poignant. As it turned out, just days later we 
found ourselves facing a global pandemic, and the year ahead seemed to 
take a very different shape to what any of us had envisaged.  

How 2020 began...
Emma Dragh and Ed Kermode

Eliza Coombes, Mia Orlandi and 
Rachael Ferluga

Andre Louhanapessy and Liz Agostino

Music by Will Hatty and Oliver Humphris
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SCHOLARSHIPS

UC Frappe Fort 
Leadership  
Scholarship  
initiative takes 
shape
Earlier this year, third year students Harish 
Dhakshinamoorthy and Mia Orlandi were awarded  
UC Frappe Fort Leadership Scholarships for their 
projects. The scholarships were established to 
encourage third year students to develop and deliver 
a project that will enhance the culture of the College 
over the course of their third year at UC. 

Harish’s initiative aims to share knowledge and 
strengthen bonds between UC students aspiring to 
work in the medical field. 

In the words of Jim Rohn: “You are the average of the five 
people you spend the most time with.”

I think this quote is such a strong motivator and tool in 
achieving the person you want to be. In saying so, Caterina 
Canela, Kelly Barrett and I organised to come together one 
evening (adhering to social distancing, of course!) to practice 
medical suturing on some bananas whilst also discussing  
our dreams and thoughts about the medical field. Everyone 
had such valuable perspectives to share and I no doubt  
came out of it having had a lot of fun and value added.

We have come to understand that compassionate 
communication and good practical skills are two 
fundamentals to being a good doctor and those skills are 
transferable to any part of the world. 

Speaking to Kelly, and hearing her aspirations of wanting 
to work in a rural environment to better educate and assist 
indigenous communities with her degree made me realize 
that there is not just one clear path with medicine and that 
you always have a choice to take it in a direction that is  
most fulfilling to you – and that is quite inspiring. A common 
adversity we have all come to realise is that the path ahead 

will be rather time and energy 
demanding (for seven years 
after our undergraduate degree). 
We feel that it is important to 
nurture good friends around 
you throughout that path, who 
can help you learn how to wind 
down and rest during such a 
strenuous journey..

Harish Dhakshinamoorthy  
3rd Year Biomedicine student 
University of Melbourne

First Year Students 

Isabella Banks – Cox Family Scholarship

Kelly Barrett – Ann Miller Indigenous Scholarship

Brandon Bartholomeusz – Deborah Seifert Scholarship  
and YMF Kathy Avdiev Memorial Scholarship

Finbar Brown – UC New South Wales Scholarship

Zoe Brown – Ann Miller Indigenous Scholarship

Naomi Brummit – UC ACT Scholarship

Micol Carmignani – UC Queensland Scholarship

Stephanie Carter – DMW Industries Doyle Family 
Scholarship

Maeve Clancy – Hughes Family Scholarship

Grace Crook – Jill Williams Scholarship

Eva DeMaria O’Sullivan – Jill Williams Scholarship

Emma Doak – Tweddle Family Scholarship

Angus Drain – UC Victoria Scholarship

Imogen Du Plessis – UC Tasmania Scholarship

Nathaniel Erlandsen – Chambers Family Scholarship

Manami Fujikawa – Dr Angela Milne Scholarship

Clare Gaynor – Tweddle Family Scholarship

Petra Green – UC New Zealand Scholarship

Alexandra Hodge – Broughton Scholarship

Ruth Hughes – Barbara and Max Murray Scholarship

Phoebe Jenkins – Kathy Skelton Scholarship

Kaytlyn Johnson – Ann Miller Indigenous Scholarship 

Yuri Kuroda – Barbara Howlett Scholarship

Claudia Lee – Gates Buchanan Scholarship 

Julia Mitchell – Ann Miller Indigenous Scholarship

Allanah Mott – Dr Anne G Jabara Scholarship

Mia Mudge – UC Victoria Scholarship

Finnbar O’Neill – Dr Paul Lee Scholarship

Emily Preston – UC Victoria Scholarship

Congratulations to our scholarship recipients 
and thank you to all of our generous donors!
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Mia created the Women of UC initiative to facilitate a 
fun and supportive female college community.

Formally a women’s college, UC’s history remains very relevant 
today. Memories are often relived through returning alumni 
and the College’s motto ‘Frappe Fort’ portrays key values for 
past, present and future students. 2020 was a milestone for 
UC, with the largest student population to date (roughly a 
60/40 cohort spilt towards female students) consequently 
facilitating a strong female culture seemed important. 

During my time at College, I’ve found that having a strong 
female community is immensely helpful for facilitating 
friendships and as a resource for seeking help (whether it be 
what time dinner is, or recommendations for the best dress 
shops). My project aims to bond female students and provide 
enjoyable opportunities and events suited to female interests 
and needs. Women of UC functions collaboratively across 
the UC cohort, staff and student executives to enhance the 
diverse college culture.  

The project started with a bang in 2020 and has: created  
a UC girls exclusive group chat, celebrated International 
Women’s Day, hosted a collaborative movie night, held coffee 
dates to explore nearby Melbourne and facilitated an Easter 
egg hunt and craft morning. COVID-19 has sadly put a pause 

on most activities and events, however it’s 
been lovely to see the group chat thriving 
and college friendships continue outside 
the walls of UC. I’m hoping this project  
can be continued in the future.

Mia Orlandi 
3rd Year Arts student 
University of Melbourne

Anika Ramasamy – Dr Angela Milne Scholarship

Keniesha Ryan – Triggs Scholarship

Ben Schultz – UC New South Wales Scholarship

Ben Searle – McGregor Family Fund Scholarship

Ella Squire – Hurrell Family Scholarship

Ashlee Stewart – Jill Williams Scholarship

Adam Taylor – McGregor Family Fund Scholarship

Grace Wright – UC ACT Scholarship

Returning Students 

Zoe Barker – Lady Boston Scholarship

Tara Boness – David Syme Charitable Trust Media Scholarship

Ruby Brown – David Syme Charitable Trust Media Scholarship

Connor Byrne – Stewardson Walpole Scholarship

Eliza Coombes – UC Frappe Fort Leadership Scholarship

Harish Dhakshinamoorthy – UC Frappe Fort Leadership 
Scholarship

Rachael Ferluga – QLS Group Wimmera Mallee Scholarship

Lachlan Gee – Botha Family Scholarship

Helena Gill – UC Staff Scholarship

Chloe Gray – UC Western Australia Scholarship

Anna Hardy – Wheeler Scholarship

Ashleigh Heng-Chin – Margaret Garson Medicine 
Scholarship

Alex Hitchman – Corbett Family Scholarship

Oliver Humphris – Binding Scholarship

Kathryn Hutchins – UC Leadership Scholarship and Jill 
Williams Scholarship

Drew Ireland-Shead – Lena McEwan-Soroptimist 
International Scholarship

Luca Noonan – Jill Eastwood Scholarship

Mia Orlandi – UniLodge Scholarship and UC Frappe Fort 
Leadership Scholarship

Maree Pearson – Meredith McComas Scholarship

Hannah Porter – UC Western Australia Scholarship 

Shanaya Ramchandani – Dr Elizabeth Shaw Medicine 
Scholarship

Erica Sait – David Syme Charitable Trust Scholarship

Amelia Unthank – Ros Terry Scholarship

Jake Vernon-Elliott – UC Leadership Scholarship

Emma Von Bardeleben – McGregor Family Fund Scholarship

Arthur Watson – The Ray and Joyce Uebergang Foundation 
Scholarship

Katherine Whitaker – ADFAS Dance Scholarship and Ursula 
Hoff Scholarship

(L-R) Katherine Shumaker, Laura Grimminchk, Annemarie Westerman, 
Anita Cercarelli, Marine Stanley, Hilary Mckie, Taila White and Sammy 
Stafford.
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SPORTS REPORT

Unfortunately, most intercollegiate 
sport for 2020 was cancelled, including 
athletics, cross country, tennis, hockey, 
soccer, badminton and rowing, 
however, before restrictions set in we 
competed in the cricket competition. 

Our men’s cricket team’s quest for 
a back to back premiership was 
unfortunately unsuccessful as we  
were defeated by Ormond and then  
by Queens. Co-captains Will Beattie  
and Lachlan MacLaren led the team 
well, hitting many runs. Jamie Beale  
and Tully Scanlon also impressed with 
the bat. Beattie, Harrison Griffith and 
Patrick Bolton bowled well. First years 
Tom McKendrick, Jack Watson and 
Angus Drain all performed well. 

Big thank you to David Morgan, James 
Edmunds and Angus Perez for coaching 
the boys, and Will Beattie and Lachlan 
MacLaren for coaching the girls. 

Although the ICSC 2020 year hasn’t 
begun the way we anticipated, there  
has still been plenty happening in  
terms of College sport/fitness. 

Before the pandemic began, Gaby was 
holding weekly boot camp sessions, 
more commonly known as ‘Gaby’s 
Bootcamp’. As most people left College, 
Gaby’s Bootcamp took place online as 
part of the Student Executives ‘UC Sailed 
Away’ idea. There was a great response, 
with many people submitting post-
workout sessions into the comments. 

Lachie also organised a Thursdays 
‘New Burnica’, which focused more 
on running and home gym exercises. 
Lachlan MacLaren and Andy Nicholas 
gave everyone abs of steel with 
their hilarious sessions. Hopefully, as 
restrictions start to ease, we will be able 
to continue these workouts in person. 

The ICSC also created an intercollegiate 
running competition/fundraiser  
that took place during the month  
of May. The competition aimed to 
raise awareness and funds for support 
services provided to victims of domestic 
violence (the need for which increased 
at an alarming rate due to the stay 
home policies). Students would log  
the number of kilometres that they had 
run, jogged or walked and the College 
with the most kilometres at the end 
of May was declared the winner. UC 
put in a great effort, placing 3rd with a 
total of 2,814.32 kilometres! The funds 
raised were donated to Our Watch, 
the national leader in the primary 
prevention of violence against  
women and their children in Australia.

Gaby Patterson and Lachie Gee 
2nd Year Engineering student and 
2nd Year Exercise and Sports Science 
student 
RMIT and ACU

Sports 
report

Emily Taylor and Pip Kennett

Semester 1 has been an interesting one to say the least. With the drastic changes across our society there also came 
drastic changes across the Intercollegiate Sporting Councils (ICSC) sporting calendar. This year was set to be quite  
a lot different with more sports on offer than ever before, however due to circumstances this has been put on pause.
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SPORTS REPORT

Inaugural year for women’s cricket at UC
This was the first-year women’s 
cricket has been officially 
recognised as a sport in the ICSC 
calendar, replacing women’s 
softball. UC had a great turnout, 
with over 20 girls participating 
and many more coming along  
to support. 

Before the lockdown began in March, 
the girls played two great games 
of cricket, with Georgia Nicholas 
smashing some sixes, Belle Banks 
putting on a bowling clinic and Sarah 
Parker providing the team some 
much needed competitive tactics. 
The girls played two rounds against 
Queen’s and International House 
and unfortunately lost both, however 
demonstrated great improvement 
from round 1 to round 2. Ultimately 
this inaugural year for women’s 
cricket was a huge success with many 
learning the game for the first time 
and others getting to compete in a 
sport they’ve long loved. 

Emily TaylorGaby Patterson and the team
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STUDENT CLUB

On the 22nd of February, we saw the 
foundations of our 2020 UC community 
built with O-Week and Welcome 
Saturday. For new students, O-Week 
Leaders, and staff alike, a nervous, 
yet excited energy filled the air as we 
welcomed our largest ever intake of 220 
first-year students. From races around 
the Melbourne CBD to Queen Victoria 
Market trips, picnics, and dodgeball 
competitions against Ormond (in  
which we secured a triumphant victory), 
O-Week saw our first year students 

excitedly embrace the values of love, 
passion and die-hard spirit that we live 
and breathe here at UC.

It was so incredibly rewarding to see 
the new cohort of UCers embrace the 
College community in its entirety, and 
looking back, it’s almost impossible to 
reflect upon the week without a smile. 
To this, I owe a huge thank you to our 
incredible 2020 Vice President Kathryn 
Hutchins, the Student Club Executive, 
administration staff, and equally, to the 
entire team of 50 O-Week Leaders who 

dedicated themselves to making AstrO-
Week the ‘astronomical’ success it was. 
Quite frankly, I could not be prouder of 
the community culture we were able  
to foster, and of the incredible week  
we were able to create.

With firm foundations in place, after 
O-Week we saw our UC community 
grow and mature. Preparations for the 
Step-Up dance competition began, 
we had incredible participation and 
overwhelming support for men/
women’s cricket, and we demolished 

“Undoubtedly, the start to 2020 has been an unprecedented one. And, as I’m sure many others have experienced, this 
year has brought with it a newfound appreciation for the concept of “community” – in each of its diverse shapes and 
forms. Whether it be in the form of a united national front, a college, family, or friendship – the reassurance, unity, 
and connectedness that communities bring has never been more important. Likewise, as the world has migrated 
online in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have witnessed first-hand the sheer power that these communities 
have – in their ability to prevail during times of adversity, and in their capacity to connect people in times of crisis.”  

UC spirit adapts and prevails

Anya Cook, Tully Scanlon and Maree Pearson

Jake Vernon-Elliot Student Club President



the competition (along with a little 
too much frozen yogurt) at the 
intercollegiate Yo-Chi competition, 
in which we took home first place. 
However, more importantly, we 
saw the diversity and passion of the 
UC community thrive as dining hall 
conversations stretched well beyond 
mealtimes, friendships grew between 
first, second and third year students, 
and movie nights/catch-ups in the 
Junior Common Room became 
somewhat of a nightly occurrence.

At this point, it was obvious. With an 
influx of incredible new students, and 
a wholesome, connected community 
culture supported by our second and 
third year students, 2020 was shaping 
up to be the incredible year we had 
anticipated. As such, it’s difficult to 
describe exactly what happened next, 
for the following weeks seemed to 
blur into a chaotic mesh of O-Week 
euphoria, sporadic news headlines, 
and above all, a pervading sense of 
uncertainty. 

The outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic was challenging to say the 
least. Yet, as people returned home 

to be with their families and others 
remained at College. I am so beyond 
proud to have seen the UC spirit we  
had fostered, adapt and prevail. 

Despite missing some of our favourite 
college events since migrating online, 
it’s been so heart-warming to see the 
whole UC community engaging in 
virtual boot camps, bake-offs, movie 
nights, pen-pals, Iso-lympics and 
Bob Ross inspired art competitions. 
Wellbeing Week powered on, with 
live-streamed meditation and yoga 
sessions, daily wellbeing posts, and 
countless photos of UCers pets flooding 
our feeds, led by our Wellbeing rep 
Emma Von Bardeleben. In addition, 
our virtual version of the UC Ball was 
a great success, connecting the entire 
community through online mediums, 
and celebrating the night in style 
(despite the venue being in our far 
less glamorous bedrooms). It certainly 
wasn’t the year we had all anticipated, 
but nonetheless, it’s certainly one I’m 
proud of – overcoming the challenges 
of physical distancing while maintaining 
the strong social connectedness that 
had previously defined our college life.

Once again, I want to take the time 
to say thanks to everyone who got 
involved with these initiatives and 
likewise, to the dedicated team of 
people who helped facilitate and 
organise them. Similarly, thanks to 
the administration team for tirelessly 
working to help keep our community 
safe and afloat in these utterly 
challenging times – and for taking time 
out of your own lives to help safeguard 
ours. Please know that your efforts do 
not go, and will never go, unnoticed.

As such, while 2020 most certainly 
hasn’t been a conventional one... in any 
sense of the word, it has undeniably 
been a significant one. Over the last 
year we have demonstrated that 
community spirit is something that will 
adapt and prevail in times of adversity 
– and I’m sure that going forward, 
University College is going to be just  
as great, if not better, than before! 

Jake Vernon-Elliot  
Student Club President 
2nd Year Biomedicine student 
University of Melbourne
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STUDENT CLUB

It’s difficult to 
describe exactly 
what happened 
next... the  

outbreak of COIVD-19  
was challenging to say  
the least.”

Jake Vernon-Elliot and Kathryn Hutchins
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COLLEGE LIFE

Facebook, Zoom and other social platforms became a key part of 
the communication between students. Many student events, from 
bake-offs to boot camps, were created online to keep the community 
connected whether on or off campus. 

Students held various theme nights, dressing up for dinner in double denim, all red, as a dynamic duo and more.

Meetings also moved 
online – including 
the regular meetings 
between the Student 
Executive and College 
Management team
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COLLEGE LIFE

What does a college social calendar look like 
during a pandemic? Something like this!

From 19 July the government 
introduced a mandatory mask 
policy in metro Melbourne. The 
new guidelines meant that all 
students living in colleges were 
now required to wear a mask upon 
leaving their own room. So our 
sports rep, Gaby Patterson, pulled 
out her sewing machine and got 
busy making some for her fellow 
students.
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Ben Schultz
Besides my friends at College, one thing that has 
kept me sane has been my plants. When I struggled 
mentally and found it hard to take care of myself  
and my uni work, my plants suffered because I  
wasn’t caring for them either. However when they 
are happy and green, it usually means I’m more 
attentive to myself and taking care of my physical 
and emotional needs.

During both lockdowns I picked up reading 
and listening to audiobooks more often (would 
recommend Brief Answers to the Big Questions by 
Stephen Hawking) as a way to learn things outside  
of uni and pretend I’m not living through the 
craziness of 2020.

STAYING CONNECTED

Gaby Patterson
I miss the little moments with friends that happen 
randomly which you kind of take for granted at  
the time because there’s nothing exceptional or 
eventful about them. I have been getting quite  
into my baking and cooking. I’ve found it’s a pretty 
good activity for iso for a number of reasons:

1. Eating will always be considered essential

2. If you cook dinner, you get to shop for dinner  
and this means you can leave the house!

3. Scrolling through Instagram for recipes is a  
great tool for procrastination

4. There is always something to enjoy at the end.

For anyone that’s interested I’m a huge Ottolenghi fan and have been making 
quite a few of his dishes – here’s a photo of me cooking his orecchiette with 
broccoli and rocket!

Staying connected

Ali Hourani

Student

To be honest 
I’ve been killing 
a lot of time by 
playing on my 
Nintendo switch 
and just hanging 
out in the JCR or watching 
movies. There aren’t many of 
us at UC so it’s been easier to 
social distance.

I’m sure we’ll look back at all 
this and find it quite funny 
because it’s kind of been the 
norm for us now. We don’t 
really keep in contact online 
with people that are still at 
UC because we see everyone 
at meal times – and even 
though it’s two people per 
table, it’s hard to stop everyone 
screaming across the room 
jumping in on conversations. 

COVID-19 has turned the whole world upside down, and life at UC has not been an exception. Since the outbreak of 
the pandemic in March, when government restrictions were introduced, many of our students travelled home to be 
with their families, while some stayed on campus at UC. Lockdown was certainly something none of us were used to, 
so we asked our students and staff to share their experiences – to help get us all through this pandemic, together.

Rachael McDonald
I loved being a part of the 
UC Sailed Away Facebook 
group, because I still felt really 
connected to all the awesome 
friends I had made at UC. I’m 
back at College now, and I 
am so glad I chose to come 
back even though we are in 
lockdown. I’ve loved catching 
up with friends from College 
who are still at home over 
Zoom, they have definitely 
helped me get through iso! 

Lachie Gee
I’m lucky enough to be able to work on our farm on the east 
coast of Tassie during the isolation period. I’ve been keeping a 
good balance between working on the farm, doing Uni, doing 
some footy training as well as Zoom calling with friends 
from College. This time has really made me appreciate the 
space we have on the farm, if you didn’t have technology 
you probably wouldn’t even know that there is a pandemic 
happening. I’ve also loved playing Zoom survivor with a few 
of the 2nd years each week which has been very entertaining 
and has kept us all talking to each other frequently. 
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WELLBEING

Understandably, the majority of 
wellbeing communication and activities 
has been focused on COVID-19 and 
managing the physical and mental 
health impacts. Anxiety strategies and 
coping with uncertainty and change 
has been a big focus of my work with 
students. 

The monthly Wellbeing eNews was 
established this year to communicate 
with students around transitioning 

smoothly to studying from home by 
setting up a work station and routine to 
support mental health and productivity. 
Motivation has been a huge topic this 
year. Another initiative that was set up 
to help support our students was the 
UC Weekly Drop In webinar – in one 
session, I facilitated a brief presentation 

on how to remain focused and self-
empowered to overcome the emotional 
hurdles leading to a decrease in 
motivation. 

My role in supporting students via 
individual appointments has increased 
significantly. With the exception of a 
couple of technical glitches, I think we 
have all adjusted well to using FaceTime, 
Zoom and Skype as platforms for 
connecting. 

With all that is happening, Wellbeing 
Week moved into a virtual format this 
year. Wellbeing Week consisted of 
activities such as guided meditation 
and yoga, along with messages from 
me about resilience and how to 
support one another in a time of crisis. 
It was wonderful to see our Student 
Club Executives and representatives 
really working with the community to 
transform what can feel like an isolating 
time into one of community and care. 

We have seen a lot of creativity, 
adaptability, unity and resilience in the 
face of the many challenges that have 
arisen this year. It has been a difficult 
and busy time for most, if not all, of us 
and I have been privileged to watch the 
University College community come 
together to support one another when 
it is needed the most.      

Alexandra Ehrenberg 
Student Wellbeing Coordinator 

Coping with 
uncertainty  
and change
In the face of COVID-19 and 
the changes it has made to 
lives globally, there has been an 
increased need for a focus on 
wellbeing and compassion for 
ourselves as well as others. 

Hugo Webster
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ISO-LYMPICS

Student 
Iso-lympics

Pet Week Winners
This week our judges struggled to 
choose between our dog and cat 
entries – so it was a tie, with both 
a moggie and doggie winner! 

Mogasaurus-Rex (entered by 
Annie Shaw)

Mogasaurus-Rex is half cat, 
half dinosaur. There is only ever 
one of his kind alive at a time. 
However, this can lead to identity 
crisis and ‘Mogalicious’ often 
experiments with his sense of self. 
His latest undertaking got a bit 
messy, but he swears it wasn’t his 
fault… he actually thinks the food 
colouring rather suits him.

Photography Week Winner 

Perry Sandhills, Wentworth (entered by Annabelle Rix)

The red sand at the dunes has a new pattern every day 
because of the winds constantly shaping and moving. 

Ralphie (entered by Ella Squire)

Just under two months ago Ralphie was hit by a car. Luckily, 
he survived but he sustained major injuries to his hips, legs 
and pelvis – it was looking like he might lose two of his little 
legs! Today, just under two months after the accident, Ralphie 
is running around with four legs and is as happy as he’s ever 
been. He loves sit up on his back legs to do ‘The Meerkat’ pose 
(he does this when he wants to be picked up and cuddled). 
Ralphie also loves to dress up and perform, and he is also a 
dad to three little puppies.

Perry Sandhills, Wentworth (detail) by Annabelle Rix

This competition was themed around a different task 
each week, designed to inspire connection between 
students, whether they were on or off campus. 
Here are some of our winners, who each won a $50 
voucher for their efforts.
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ISO-LYMPICS

Review Week Winner

Dissect (entered by 
Katherine Shumaker) 

This podcast is a 
game-changer for 
anyone interested in 
the conceptualization, 
theory, and artistry 

behind music production. Produced 
by Spotify Studios, Dissect selects one 
iconic album per season and analyses 
each song in depths you never thought 
possible. Past seasons have explored 
the works of Tyler the Creator and 
Kendrick Lamar, but Dissect’s current 
season is its most exciting yet as it 
dives into Beyoncé’s 2016 visual album, 
Lemonade. Tune in and have your eyes 
opened to the creative genius of Queen 
B, as she invites you into her intense 
and immersive story of generational 
brokenness and individual healing. 

Creative Week Winner

Move With Me (entered by Keniesha Ryan)

This winning song was written about isolation and how we all need to 
support each other through this tough time and to be kind to others. If we 
all move as one (figuratively) and everyone does the right thing then we will 
get out of this.

The following recipe is from  
www.delicious.com.au/recipes/ 
mini-carrot-cakes/

Ingredients

4 eggs
1 cup (250ml) sunflower oil
1 cup (100g) almond meal
1/3 cup (130g) coconut flour
2 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp baking powder
2 cups (440g) caster sugar
2 carrots, finely grated
1 1/2 cups (180g) walnuts, toasted, 
chopped
250g softened cream cheese
Finely grated zest and juice of  
1 lemon
1 cup (150g) icing sugar, sifted

Method

1. Using an electric mixer, beat 
eggs until thick and pale. Beating 
constantly, slowly add oil. Combine 
almond meal, flour, cinnamon, baking 
powder, 1 cup (220g) sugar and 1 tsp 
salt in a bowl, then fold through egg 
mixture. Wrap carrot in a clean Chux 
cloth and squeeze to remove excess 
liquid. Fold carrot into batter with 
1/2 cup (60g) walnuts. Set aside for 1 
hour.

2. Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease 
and line six 3/4 cup (185ml) mini loaf 
pans (or use a muffin pan). Divide 
batter among pans, then bake for 35 
minutes or until a skewer inserted 
comes out clean. Cool in pans.

3. Meanwhile, for icing, beat cream 
cheese with lemon zest and juice. 
Gradually add icing sugar, beating 
until smooth.

4. Line a baking tray with baking 
paper.

5. Bring remaining 1 cup (220g) caster 
sugar and 1/3 cup (80ml) water to the 
boil in a small pan over medium-low 
heat, stirring to dissolve sugar. Cook, 
without stirring, for 10 minutes or 
until a golden caramel. Quickly stir 
in remaining 1 cup (120g) walnuts, 
then pour mixture onto tray. Cool 
completely, then roughly crush. 
Spread icing over cakes and top with 
praline.

Food Week Winner

Gluten free mini carrot cakes with cream cheese icing and walnut praline 
(entered by Sarah Parker)

Carrot cake is a family favourite in my house but I haven’t been able to eat it since 
I was diagnosed with Coeliac disease two years ago. I received the Gluten Free 
Delicious magazine cookbook for Christmas and have made this recipe twice 
during quarantine. It tastes amazing and you’d never be able to tell that it was GF! 
Mum requested it for Mother’s Day and it’s now a staple in my favourite recipes.
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SENIOR COMMON ROOM

Reflections  
of a Resident  
Tutor
As it has for all businesses, groups 
and individuals across the globe, 
the current Coronavirus pandemic 
is impacting the operation of 
residential colleges such as UC 
and all of us within the college 
community are being called on 
to be exceptional in the face of 
exceptional circumstances. 

At a time in semester when students 
would normally be planning their last 
social outings before the Easter break, 
many returned home to be with loved 
ones, and the residents and staff that 
remain at College are adapting their 
behaviours to maximise the health and 
safety of all. While physical distancing 
may be a way of life for now, social 
separation certainly is not and, in fact, 
the UC community remains as strong as 
it’s ever been thanks to the hard work 
of College leaders and strength of spirit 
shown by our staff and students.

Together, apart
As universities have largely transitioned 
online, UC has remained on top of the 
curve, while working to flatten the curve 
of COVID-19, by introducing digital 
tutorials, consults and mentor meetings. 
This has meant that all regular academic 
and pastoral-care activities have been 
maintained, or even extended, during a 
time when connection is needed more 
than ever. No matter where they are 
in the world, UC community members 
can still access the educational and 
wellbeing support that they need while 
remaining engaged with the college 
community.

In addition to these online services, 
regular College operations on the 
ground are constantly being revised to 
meet the challenges of the situation, 
including increased cleaning and 
sanitisation of College facilities, 
adjustments to food distribution and  
the implementation of responsible 
social distancing protocols.

“Whatever you do, do with 
a will”: College community 
initiatives
College community leaders have 
also been busy innovating and have 
launched a new program of online 
activities. While traditional High Tables 
dinners in the dining hall are no longer 
possible, Student Club President Jake 
Vernon Elliot and Vice President Kathryn 
Hutchins are keeping students up to 
date with College business through 
virtual High Table announcements 
where they reveal a fun new challenge 
for students to get involved in every 
week. UC Snaps, a favourite College 
activity in which students recognise 
their peers’ good deeds by submitting 
anonymous compliments which are 
publicly shared at High Tables, have 
also transitioned online and continue to 
acknowledge community achievements 
while spreading positivity.

Students are being encouraged to 
interact directly with one another via 
online platforms and to get creative 
by making content to share. Group 
activities such as movie nights and 
bake-offs are being organised via zoom 
so that students can still enjoy shared 
pursuits while maintaining physical 
distance. Collaborative playlists have 
also been set up so that UC students 
can share their favourite music with 
one another just as they would in the 

Junior Common Room. To encourage 
everyone to stay active during this time 
the 2020 Sports Representatives have 
also been working incredibly hard to 
produce a series of bootcamp-style 
exercise videos, which have became  
a huge hit with all members of  
the UC community, including the  
Resident Tutors!

The new normal
Of course all of these incredible 
innovations and novel initiatives are 
creating an experience which is quite 
different to the college life we’ve grown 
used to, but that is precisely the point. 
We all need to make big changes 
so that we can weather this storm 
together even if we have to be apart 
in the process, and we must recognise 
that our normal ways of living will 
have to adjust to a “new normal” way 
of living. More than anything, these 
new measures reflect the strength and 
tenacity of the college community 
which we are so lucky to be a part of in 
a time when community spirit is needed 
more than ever. So, while we can no 
longer embrace each other, together 
we can embrace the new normal and 
look positively towards to the future.

Mallory Evans 
Resident Tutor

Vincent Liu and Mallory Evans
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In fact, we’ve actually found this time 
to be really wonderful in bringing the 
SCR together. Much like the rest of the 
world, we’ve been completing many 
a jigsaw puzzle, converted our living 
space into a residential yoga centre, 
played board games, watched movies, 
have taken up knitting and craft, and 
even had time to squeeze in a little  
bit of university work (where our 
schedules have allowed). 

In June, restrictions in Victoria 
eased briefly, and we had some 
uncharacteristically beautiful, sunny 
days in Melbourne. I then noticed  
this lovely sense of newfound 
appreciation that ourselves, and the 
wider community, now seem to share 
for some of the smaller things in life, 
that perhaps we previously took for 
granted. A morning walk shared with  
a friend now feels like a luxury.  

While this year has been testing and 
challenging at times for us all, I feel 
very fortunate to have had this unique 
community with me. Perhaps our 
greatest resource as a group has  
been our ability to keep laughing. 

It is this laughter and lightness  
that we share that has made every 
uncertainty manageable, every hard  
day a little easier, and every good day  
an absolute joy. 

It is my hope that as the year moves to 
an end, and we begin to receive more 
and more freedoms back, that our 
appreciation will remain high. Sitting 
down at a café, grabbing a drink at our 

favourite pub, studying in a library or 
even just walking into a lecture theatre 
again. While that all feels like a world 
away at times, I know that we will keep 
laughing until we get there. On behalf  
of myself and the SCR, I hope that you 
too, are finding moments of peace  
and joy during these times.    

Lauren Powell  
President, Senior Common Room 

Pressing pause together
Much like the rest of the world, the Senior Common Room (SCR) had lots planned for the year 2020, but we’ve had 
to press pause. Hiking trips before the Melbourne winter set in, skiing outings for when the winter really did set in, 
trips to the Mornington Peninsula and the Yarra Valley for wine and sunshine; were all plans made for a different 
world! Despite the disappointment surrounding this however, many of us have felt incredibly lucky to be living 
here at UC in the warmth of each other’s company — a very fortunate position to many who have been largely 
isolated since the outbreak of COVID-19. 

Andre Louhanapessy with this year’s Resident Tutors

Ayush Srinet and Resident Tutors

SENIOR COMMON ROOM
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STAFF PROFILES

Providing support from home 

Zoey Maiden

Registrar

In 2019 my husband was performing nine 
shows a week in the musical Come From 
Away, and we didn’t get to see each other 
much. So it’s been amazing getting to spend 
so much time together during iso. I’ve picked 
up a few new hobbies in the last year... baking 
for myself and my neighbours (way too many 
sweet treats, so I don’t know if I should keep 
this up!). I’ve also got right into crystals and how they can be used to help you 
achieve a more peaceful mind and a revitalised physical state of being. They 
have definitely helped me throughout this difficult time and I will continue to 
use them in my daily life.

I come from a very close family, so the thing I am looking forward to the 
most once this is over is being able to spend lots of time with them.

Andre Louhanapessy

Dean of Studies

During this isolation period, one of the ways that I try to ensure that I do sufficient 
exercise is by setting up an indoor cycling station at home and the wonderful 
work of technology actually allows me to do so while having video chats with 
my friends during virtual races or relaxing group rides. When restrictions start to 
ease, hopefully I will continue to do so, I have been able to start going on IRL (In 
Real Life, a term I have just learned) cycling rides with friends, which I have really 
missed. The ability to do this outdoors has a positive effect on my wellbeing.

Alex Ehrenberg

Student Wellbeing Coordinator

My two loves have kept me happy, sane and well 
looked after in this time and that’s my husband and 
our fur baby (cat)! I have been so grateful to have 
them both throughout this time; my husband makes 
me laugh and smile every day and while my cat may 
not always be up for a cuddle, she has been keeping 
me company when I have been working from home 
and making some of my Zoom meetings very interesting!

I haven’t had time to pick up a new hobby – but my interest in furthering 
my education and love of psychology has kept me occupied as while I 
work full-time I am chipping away at a Masters of Clinical Psychology part-
time. I guess in a way, my weekends were already spent in isolation doing 
assessments, so not a lot changed for me.

I am looking forward to being free to move and connect with everyone again 
as my family and friends are spread far and wide across Australia and the 
world!

Joanne Stalker

Guest Services and Business 
Support Officer

My kids Isabelle and Robert (four 
and six years old) helped to keep 
me sane during the restriction 
periods. Normally we would 
always be out and about visiting 
friends, going to the zoo, beach 
or a park. During Covid we had 
to find new and interesting ways 
to keep occupied and burn off 
their endless energy. One day I 
managed to convince them that 
the Beep Test was a fun game 
to play, another day I put their 
bike training 
wheels “up on 
blocks” in the 
lounge room 
and played 
YouTube 
videos 
of roller-
coasters while 
they pedalled 
away going 
nowhere.

As our staff were required to work from home where possible during the Melbourne lockdowns, we created some 
staff profiles so students could feel connected with them whilst off-campus and hear their experiences of life in 
isolation.
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My role as the College Librarian is to 
manage the day to day operations of 
the UC library and to support students 
with their learning needs through the 
provision of a tailored library service. 
Little did I know what impact a global 
pandemic would have on how this 
could be achieved!

With lockdown measures in place, many 
students left College to return home 
to their families whilst others decided 
to stay and adhere to social distancing 
guidelines. University College staff were 
also impacted and I had to move my 
office initially to another part of the 
College, then to my home, and I was  
no longer able to help students in 
person in the library.

Despite this, the library has continued 
to stay open for students, providing a 
much needed study space for those 
remaining at UC. Measures were put 
in place to maintain social distancing 
requirements e.g. moving furniture so 

students could use the library safely.  
I was also fortunate to have one of my 
student library assistants stay on and 
continue in their role.

As the universities closed and moved  
to online delivery, my main objective 
was to support students, including  
those who had left the College. It is  
easy to feel disconnected when you 
can no longer attend classes and 
lectures and many of your friends are 
not around. I wanted to maintain some 
sense of normality for students despite 
what was happening around them  
and continue to engage with the library. 
I also wanted to encourage students  
to use quality information resources. 
With so much change happening, it  
was time to be innovative and creative!  
I am looking forward to 2021 where  
the library can continue to support 
students, hopefully face to face again.

Mary Coghlan 
College Librarian

These are some of the services 
and programs provided:

– Delivery of textbooks to  
students living away from the 
College via post. Those still  
here at the College collect 
textbooks from reception 

– One on one consultation  
service via Zoom

– Online guides on topics such  
as citing and referencing

– Delivery of online tutorials on 
topics such as “finding peer 
reviewed resources”

– Email support

– Regular Facebook posts

– Developing a collection of 
resources on maintaining 
mental health in collaboration 
with the Student Wellbeing 
Coordinator

– New fiction books for 
recreational reading.

We are excited to have Mary 
join UC and look forward to her 
building on existing programs  
and introducing new initiatives 
for our students.

MOVING ONLINE

LIBRARY UPDATE

I commenced in the role of College Librarian in February. With a 
background in academic libraries (including the University of Melbourne), 
I looked forward to working in the College’s close-knit environment. 

with our new College Librarian, Mary Coghlan
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STUDENT PROFILES

How has the pandemic impacted on your studies?

Alex Brodie

1st Year Sustainable Systems/Business 
Management student, RMIT

I’m super passionate about my degree, sustainable 
systems engineering. While completing my studies 
remotely has been difficult, the study spaces 
available at UC have helped. The Design Studio and 
library have been a massive help for staying focused, 
and group projects have been a great way to make 
friends in my course.

Micol Carmignani

1st Year Arts student, University of Melbourne

As a first year university student, it is difficult for 
me to tell whether the pandemic has impacted my 
studies as I only experienced three weeks of ‘normal’ 
classes. However, if I use high school as a point of 
comparison, then I would say that it has made me 
more focused as there is less outside of my studies 
to do and think about. 

Angus North

1st Year Arts student, University of Melbourne

Things obviously haven’t been easy in lockdown 
trying to focus on my studies, but I’ve managed 
to find a bunch of different places around UC 
to go and study to try to change things up. This 
has helped keep my focus, but I’m really looking 
forward to going back into in-person classes at 
Melbourne Uni.

Tom McKendrick 

1st Year Paramedicine student, Victoria 
University

Fortunately I have been able to attend some 
practical classes face-to-face in previous blocks 
during the pandemic (with adherence to all the 
appropriate social distancing and laws). This practical 
aspect has also been combined with online learning 
which my course has been pretty on top of. Because 
of these two areas (practical and online) being 
delivered well, it allowed me to focus more on uni!  
So overall, the pandemic has not impacted my 
studies as much as I thought it would. 
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In late April, alumna, Sarah Felice 
(UC 1989) joined staff and students 
virtually on the UC Weekly Drop-in  
webinar to give advice on job 
seeking during these times.

Sarah was a student at University 
College in 1989 and 1990 while 
completing a Bachelor of Arts at the 
University of Melbourne – studying 
and graduating during Australia’s 1990s 
recession. Sarah met many of her 
current friends and colleagues while  
at university and at College, including 
her husband Rob. 

Sarah is a career coach and career 
transition expert and has 12 years’ 
experience as a Career Coach as well 
as 7 years’ experience in Graduate 
Recruitment, including 4 years running 
graduate recruitment for Arthur 
Andersen. 

Sarah is a specialist in how the job 
market works and she coaches people 
about how to create the best possible 
job search. Sarah spent 20 minutes or 
so speaking to the students covering 

topics including her story; what was 
happening when she graduated and 
why that’s relevant for current students; 
what’s happening in the job/graduate 
market right now; accessing the right 
resources; resume and LinkedIn tips; 
networking tips, as well as her number 
one tip for success. 

“Working with many graduates and 
young people, I understand that as you 
come to the end of your course, you 
are faced with uncertainty – and with 
the current situation, potentially more 
uncertainty,” said Sarah. 

“But what I want to say to you is that 
economic cycles are a part of life. I’m 
now experiencing my third economic 
downturn and have potentially 20 years 
or more ahead of me in my career.”

Sarah also explained that “networking 
hasn’t changed – it is all about people 
– about 75% of people get their jobs 
through networking. In relation to 
graduate jobs, the big four companies 
only account for about 4%, so make 
sure you’re not putting all of your focus 
into those jobs.” 

Sarah provided students with two 
documents filled with valuable advice 
and contact information. Sarah has also 
volunteered to be a part of the student 
course advice/mentoring program that 
has taken off during Semester 1.

Top tips for job market success 
in economic downturns

ALUMNI GUEST SPEAKER

“It is all about people – about 
75% of people get their jobs 
through networking.”

•  Network, connect and get 
market intelligence from reliable 
sources. Don’t be afraid of the 
term ‘networking’. Lots of people 
misunderstand it but really it just 
means connecting with other 
people. Reflect on people you 
know in your life and think about 
what they do and where they 
work. Be well prepared for the 
meeting with your questions and 
remember every person you talk 
to will add value, so please thank 
them for their time.

•  Have a great resume that 
stands out. The market is more 
competitive, so your resume 
needs to be good. The first page 
needs to demonstrate clearly who 
you are, what you offer – your 
unique skills and capabilities.

•  Have a LinkedIn profile. LinkedIn 
is a fundamental job search tool. 
You can connect with people 
you’d like to network with and find 
people who work in companies 
you want to work for. To build a 
good profile, have a look at Sue 
Ellson – a leading expert in  
LinkedIn.

•  Believe in yourself. Your mind 
is your most powerful tool in 
your job search. Use this time to 
listen to great podcasts, follow 
successful people on social media, 
read positive books and fill your 
mind with only good stuff. I am 
often asked about the number 
one attribute for success in a 
job search. My answer is easy: 
persistence. It trumps everything.

Sarah’s tips for success in the job market

ALUMNI GUEST SPEAKER
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ADAPTING TO CHANGE

Guest Services/Reception
• Sanitiser stations and portable bottles 

were dotted around high volume 
areas while safety screens were 
installed at reception to limit contact.

• Temperature testing stations were 
established for both students and  
staff (with staff required to test every 
day if onsite, although many began 
working from home). 

• A ban on visitors was introduced. 
Our front door was locked 24/7 
with doorbell/monitoring software 
installed. 

• All communal areas were 
reconfigured to ensure social 
distancing and capacity limits.

• More e-screens were installed and 
regularly updated with the latest 
messaging from both the College  
and the government.

Cleaning/Housekeeping
• To reduce contact between students 

and our housekeeping staff, the 
student room cleaning schedule was 
reduced from fortnightly to monthly. 
Students were required to vacate 
floors while rooms on their level were 
cleaned to ensure social distancing 

• Cleaning increased to three times 
per day in all communal areas and 
bathrooms, with a particular focus  
on high risk items (such as door 
handles etc.)

• We worked closely with cleaning 
suppliers to ensure our supply chain 
continued during the height of stock 
shortage issues. Utility rooms were 
stocked with products to allow 
residents to self-clean.

• To avoid cross contamination and 
reduce potential exposure, cleaners 
were rostered to designated areas 
throughout the College, as far as  
was reasonably practicable.  

Food services
• To ensure continuity of this essential 

service, kitchen staff were isolated 
from the rest of the College 
community. They accessed the Dining 
Hall during setup and pack down 
service once students had vacated.

• Food service then operated from the 
Mural Room and Dining Hall, not the 
kitchen servery. To avoid large group 
gatherings, longer meal service times 
were introduced and the Dining Hall 
configuration was altered to ensure 
social distancing. All High Table and 
formal events were cancelled. 

• To ensure ongoing food supply,  
a number of measures were put in 
place, including the purchase of  
long-life staple items, items suitable 
for room service (should any students 
be required to isolate) and an increase 
of on-site freezer capacity to maintain 
a supply of frozen foods. 

• As far as reasonably practicable, 
food services staff have been divided 
into two groups to avoid cross 
contamination.

What started as vague warnings about the spread of COVID-19 at the start of the year quickly progressed into 
pandemic level restrictions all around the world. For many of us, this was the first time we had ever been faced with 
such an uncertain situation. Extraordinary measures were taken throughout the College in an effort to keep our 
community safe.

Ways we have adapted to COVID-19

Temperature checking station
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ADAPTING TO CHANGE

Facilities
• All contractors now must have 

their temperatures taken and social 
distancing rules apply.

• Most works are performed only  
while students are out of the room.

• Instead of setting up for conferences 
or events, furniture is constantly  
being shifted to cope with the 
changing regulations and the  
number of students onsite.

Marketing
• Usually April would have marked the 

beginning of our schools visits and 
expos to meet with those Year 12s 
interested in relocating to Melbourne 
for university. Instead we have been 
conducting virtual visits via a series 
of webinars. Our Open Day also took 
place virtually this year. 

• We would have also been hosting 
many visiting schools and families for 
tours throughout the year. With no 
external visitors permitted on site, we 
relied on our new 3D virtual tours to 
capture the major campus spaces. 

• A weekly webinar series (UC Weekly 
Drop-In) was created to stay 
connected with our own student 
cohort—students both on and off 
campus had the option to attend. 
These sessions were designed to 
help students maintain a connection 
with staff and also offered us an 
opportunity to make announcements 

(similar to those at High Table), host 
special guests and offer wellbeing 
advice and support. 

• Another initiative to keep the 
community engaged was the 
creation of the Student Iso-lympics. 
Each week we would set a different 
task for students to complete, 
such as submitting their favourite 
recipe, to inspire others and 
maintain connections. We also ran 
a staff version, to keep a sense of 
camaraderie amongst our small  
staff team, who were largely now 
working from home. 

• A lot of marketing time was also 
spent creating resources around the 
COVID-19 pandemic – including 
presentations, posters, policies and 
other communications. We normally 
engage with the students regularly as 
interns etc, so it has certainly been 
strange to have such a quiet campus 
in 2020.     

Advancement 
• In order to protect vulnerable 

members of our community we  
made the decision to cancel all formal 
events (such as Scholars Dinner) and 
High Tables.

• In collaboration with our academic 
team, the College launched a new 
virtual mentoring program that 
connected 70 alumni with our current 
students for academic subject and 
career advice. 

Academic and Career Program 
Support

• Tutorials and consultations were 
adapted from face-to-face to a 
virtual platform. Tutorial rooms were 
reconfigured as study spaces to 
adhere to the government’s social 
distancing regulations.

• Four examination rooms were set up 
in the Seminar Centre as an additional 
facility – made available to students 
through a booking system. Each 
featured a physically distanced  
layout, with hand sanitiser provided.  

IT

• With the heavy reliance on Wi-Fi 
access for online university lectures 
and tutorials, steps were taken to 
expand our Wi-Fi capacity around 
College  

• Another notable change that 
impacted our IT capabilities was the 
swift implementation of a ‘work from 
home’ environment to allow key staff 
to function as if still in the office. To 
achieve this, IT Services set up a new 
server with remote access services 
installed to allow staff to utilise their 
own computer systems and have a 
virtual presence in the office. 

• A new visitor and staff sign-in system 
was installed to gather details of 
everyone’s health before entering  
the College or commencing work. 

Ruby Brown in our socially distanced dining hall 
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STAFF ISO-LYMPICS

Staff Iso-lympics
The team from Marketing and Guest Services developed the Iso-lympics as a way to help connect staff and  
students and inspire people during isolation. Two versions of the competition were created – one for staff, and  
one for students. Each week was themed around a different task – and the winner was chosen by various staff 
around the College.

Recipe Week Winner: Sam Pilgrim

Maltesers slice

Ingredients:

250g chocolate biscuits

280g Maltesers

Half a can of condensed milk

100g unsalted butter, chopped

1 tablespoon coconut oil

1. Take 20 x 30cm pan, line base  
and sides with baking paper. 

2. Process the biscuits until fine.

3. Save 40 Maltesers for decoration,  
chop remaining balls in half. 

4. Stir butter and condensed milk in a 
small pot over low heat until smooth. 

5. Combine biscuits and Maltesers in 
a bowl. Stir in butter mixture. Press 
mixture into pan. Refrigerate 30mins. 

6. Stir chocolate and coconut oil in a 
heatproof bowl over simmering water 
until smooth. Spread over biscuit base. 
Top with Maltesers. 

7. Refrigerate for one hour. 

Horticulture Week Winner:  
Ian Forster 
Lady Dorothy Leggatt, one of the 
founders of University Women’s 
College and a lifetime supporter 
first as a Councillor and then 
President. She was renowned as an 
indefatigable worker who was always 
prepared to get her hands dirty for 
the College.
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The winner of the challenge to create a UC mascot 
from inanimate household objects was our archivist, 
Ian Forster. He even accompanied his entry with a 
poem dedicated to our housekeeping team! 

In Praise of Housekeeping

With COVID-19 all around us, 

Life isn’t as safe as before,

And even a hug or a handshake 

Can be seen to be breaking the law;

But Housekeeping’s here to protect us, 

They’re keeping us clean – that’s for sure,

So while things at UC aren’t quite normal, 

College life’s never a boar!

The COVID-19 Angels, taken by Ian Robertson

Portrait Week Winner: Rachel Unicomb
For this challenge, staff had to use whatever materials they 
wished to recreate a famous portrait. Our Marketing Manager 
won for her interpretation of Napoleon Crossing The Alps by 
Jacques Louis David.
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A brief respite... winter gardening
In June, in between Melbourne’s two lockdown periods, our Sustainability Representative, Anya Cook, gathered 
some of the on-site students together to help plant the winter veggie harvest. Under the watchful eye of Ian, our 
College Gardener, the group all pitched in to remove what was left of the summer/autumn crop, lay compost, and 
plant an amazing arrays of fresh veggies – including cauliflower, broccoli, cabbage and spring onion. Our new 
composting system is obviously working well, as the first harvest was already on its way to the kitchen at the time 
this article was written (early September). Thanks to everyone who volunteered.

Annabel Rix and Anya Cook

GARDENING

October marked the 10th anniversary of the opening of our Kitchen 
Garden by renowned chef and alumna Stephanie Alexander AO (UWC 
1958). The Kitchen Garden was established to encourage healthy food 
habits among students. To this day, our students help plant, grow and 
harvest the food that comes from the Kitchen Garden.

Stephanie Alexander officially opening the kitchen garden named in her honour – 
14 October 2010
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A new form of support – Youth Workers at UC
In early August, we welcomed several youth workers on board to help provide guidance and support for our 
students (in addition to our Resident Tutors). They all have experience working with young adults and we 
are pleased to say they have been a great hit! We are now exploring making this support a permanent part  
of our offering in the future. In this edition of Frappe Fort, we would like to introduce Bryan Millington,  
one of these new youth workers.

I’m from the Huon Valley in southern 
Tasmania. I come from an outdoor 
education and travel background  
and work with schools on programs 
both locally and overseas.

Up until recently, my main focus was 
travel and spending time outdoors 
and working around my property. 
I’ve discovered that during this 
isolation period I’ve just had to adjust 
completely to an urban environment.

Cooking and baking is my guilty 
pleasure, I’ve been swapping  
recipes and experimenting a lot  

in the kitchen with friends who are 
experiencing the same, and we are 
loving the opportunity. 

My favourite thing about working 
with the students has been getting 
to know them and their stories and 
having informal chats with them at  
all hours of the day and night. I’m 
most surprised by how many late 
night study snacks students need.  
It gets a bit busy in reception 
between 11pm and 1am!

Bryan Millington

COMMUNITY

Our Wellbeing Committee also created a UC Spoonville. These ‘spoon villages’ became a popular lockdown craze 
for children and adults alike during the pandemic. The idea was started to make people smile and feel part of the 
community, even if they can’t see their friends or family in person. 

UC Spoonville
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Zooming ahead with Open Day 
As we were unable to hold our 
usual Open Day this year, for the 
first time in our history we hosted a 
virtual open day via Zoom instead! 

All ten colleges worked together to 
create a comprehensive program 
consisting of generic intercollegiate 
information sessions, interspersed  
with a series of virtual tours around  
each college campus. Despite the 
different format and a smaller student 
cohort on campus, we still had over  
25 enthusiastic volunteers who offered 
to help lead tours. We ordered our  
usual cupcakes and tried to recreate  
the UC vibe as closely as possible, all 
while under Stage 4 restrictions. 

The day proved to be a great success, 
with over 120 parents and students 
registering for UC tours – and over  
800 people registering across the  
whole event. A huge thanks to all  
our incredible student volunteers!

Grace Crook and Angus North getting ready to commence their virtual tour 

VIRTUAL OPEN DAY

Dean of Studies, Andre Louhanapessy and Dean of Students, Liz Agostino
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Nina Panayotov with our famous UC cupcakes Sarah Parker showcasing her room

VIRTUAL OPEN DAY

Resident Tutor Vincent chatting with graduate student Kevin Liu
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Council in the time of COVID

COUNCIL

Why do you think you were chosen 
to join Council? What do you bring 
to the College Council?

I was asked to join the UC Council 
as I bring a wealth of finance and 
governance experience. As Treasurer 
it is important to have a great working 
knowledge of running a business and 
working with management to achieve 
their goals. University College is being 
led by an excellent management team 
and I find them a pleasure to work with.

What do you like most about 
University College and our 
community?

Growing up and being educated in the 
USA, I had not been exposed to the 
college system. I was so impressed 
by the breadth of support offered to 
the residents, the facility itself and 
the structure of the College. UC has 
been my first exposure to the inside 
running of such a facility and I found 
it fascinating and exciting to see how 
students are so well supported in their 
formative college years. 

What was your first job?

My first job was working for my father  
in his shoe store. His motto was “Hard 
to fit, see us.” He always felt if you  
could make a sale kneeling in front  
of someone, you could sell anything.  
I wanted to spread my wings and  
have a change so moved on to a  
major department store. When they  

saw my name, and confirmed who 
my father was, I landed right back in 
the shoe department! A grounding 
and humbling experience, but a good 
foundation for life. My first finance job 
was during my studies, as the in-charge 
bookkeeper for the Santa Barbara Yacht 
Club in Santa Barbara California, where I 
was a student at University of California.

Who has influenced your career 
most and why?

I believe my high school bookkeeping 
class was a major influence on my 
career choice. I found it logical and  
the teacher was obviously very 
enthusiastic. That and my father being 
a very successful small business owner 
clearly laid my foundation for a career  
in corporate finance. I have also had 
several great mentors along the way 
and a supportive network of family  
and friends who have helped guide  
my career as it developed.

What is the best piece of advice  
that you have ever been given 
(personal or professional)?

It would have to be “Don’t sweat  
the small stuff and always be true  
to yourself.” I believe that if you are 
always true to yourself, provided you 
have a good moral compass, you will 
always do the right thing and make the 
right decisions. Often that is not easy, 
but I have never regretted having to  
take a hard stand when I believed it  
was necessary. 

Where is your favourite holiday 
destination?

I have been fortunate enough to travel 
extensively, so it is hard to pick just one. 
A few of my very favourite holidays 
would be, kayaking Glacier Bay in 
Alaska, trekking all summer through 
Canada and up through Alaska,  
Vietnam, a very special secluded beach 
in Cambodia, Siem Reap and Antarctica.

Name one person you’d like to have 
dinner with and why?

During this extended period in 
lockdown in Melbourne this question  
is far more relevant than it normally 
would be to me. I would have to say  
my two sons, Jason and Jack, as it has 
not been possible for us to do this for a 
long time, it seems like forever. Family 
and friends trump all else for me.

COUNCIL MEMBER PROFILE: MARY BETH BAUER

Council meeting on Zoom
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As everyone has gone ‘online’, so too 
has Council. We currently conduct our 
meetings via technology such as Zoom. 
How lucky we changed our Constitution 
recently to allow this type of action.

Our AGM this year was also held via 
Zoom. It was a simple affair, as there 
were no major issues to be covered. I 
thank all those members who attended.

Life continues despite the virus, and 
earlier in the year Council welcomed 
new Treasurer, Mary Beth Bauer. Mary 
Beth’s qualifications include: Bachelor 
of Arts (Business Economics), University 
of California, USA; FAICD Diploma 
(Company Directors Course); Certified 
Member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants (ACA); Certified Public 
Accountant (USA).

She has strong financial accounting, 
planning and budgeting skills and many 
years of experience with audit, finance, 
risk and remunerations committees.  
We look forward to her strong guidance 
over the next few years.

We believe we are able to celebrate 
a first for Council. Anna Crameri (UC 

2002), a current Council Member, 
welcomed a new son Elias Denham 
on April 5th. Mother and son are both 
doing well despite the strange times  
in which he arrived.

Council has been very concerned about 
the effect of the lockdowns and the 
impact changes to our residents’ time 
in College will have on the continued 
sustainability of this fine institution. 
Many difficult decisions had to be made.

Rest assured, with the considerable 
efforts of management and staff, and 
with the support of our financiers, 
we have endeavoured to be fair in 
our responses to families in need and 
those unable to return. We appreciate 
everyone’s patience and understanding 
in this difficult time. 

Victoria’s second lockdown meant more 
students did not return as intended, 
but there has been a body of students 
on campus all year making the most of 
all possible services and learning what 
life is like from behind a mask. What a 
bonus that all remaining students were 
able to have an ensuite room.

An important initiative is the new 
COVID-19 Scholarship Fund to assist 
those in need. Any families who are 
able to add to this fund will be gratefully 
acknowledged.

Congrats to our former Treasurer, Jay 
Bonnington, and Deputy Lord Mayor 
and UC alum, Arron Wood (UC 1994), 
for being made Members of the Order 
of Australia earlier in the year. 

As ever we thank our valued staff,  
led by Head of College Dr Jennifer 
McDonald, for their Herculean efforts  
to keep the College open, running  
and supplying all services in a safe  
and responsible manner. 

We look forward to the New Year,  
when hopefully we return to some 
semblance of normality – albeit at  
a responsible distance. 

K. Jane Peck
President of Council

The year 2020 started with such an air of achievement as we welcomed the 
largest ever cohort of students into our new ensuite rooms. But all too soon 
the College was enveloped, along with the rest of the globe, in the strange 
and challenging new world of a pandemic.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Queen’s Birthday Honours
Councillor Arron Wood AM
A big congratulations to 
Melbourne’s deputy lord mayor 
and UC alum, Arron Wood, for 
being appointed a Member of 
the Order of Australia (AM), for 
his service to local government, 
the environment and his local 
community. 

He started his business – resilience 
building program Kids Teaching 

Kids – with his father 20 years ago. Since it started, 
145,000 children and young people have gone through 
the Kids Teaching Kids program, which builds awareness 
and encourages action on environmental issues.

Jay Bonnington AM
Congratulations to Jay for being 
made a Member of the Order 
of Australia for her significant 
service to the community 
through support for charitable 
organisations and to business.

Jay generously volunteered her 
time to serve as the Treasurer on 
our College Council over the last 
couple of years as well as serving 
on other not-for-profit boards.  

FROM THE PRESIDENT 



The return of the armillary sphere sundial
The College entrance is once 
again the home to the spectacular 
armillary sphere sundial which 
was generously gifted by Professor 
John Lovering AO and his wife 
Kerry Lovering OAM in 2009. 

This gift will forever serve as a lasting 
memorial to the invaluable years of 

service that Professor Lovering devoted 
to the College. He served on the 
College Council from 1969–1979  
and from 2001–2014.

During his years of service on 
Council Professor Lovering also led 
a distinguished career, chairing many 
Australian and international scientific 
and government bodies. His world-

wide studies and appointments have 
taken him to California (the California 
Institute of Technology, where he 
was awarded a PhD), the University of 
Rochester, (USA), the Carnegie Institute 
of Washington, Heidelberg (Germany) 
where he was Visiting Professor at the 
Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, and 
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre 
in Maryland, USA, just to name a few!

COLLEGE SUNDIAL

Kerry and John Lovering 
with the sundial in 2009
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The COVID-19 Hardship Fund Scholarship was established in Semester 1 for distribution to students 
and their families who have experienced unexpected financial hardship due to the pandemic. 

This scholarship was made possible as a result of 
the generous donations to the UC Annual Appeal by 
members of the UC community. 

As a result, we were able to award $1000 to each 
student who applied for financial support. We extend 
our thanks to everyone who donated. The recipients 
of this scholarship were:

Zoe Barker 

Anna Bartos

Lachlan Brown 

Naomi Brummitt 

Sarah Castle 

Shehara De Alwis 

Emma Doak 

Isobel Dobie 

Angus Drain 

Manami Fujikawa 

Clare Gaynor 

Jemimah Giles-Cook 

Helena Gill 

Heath Gooch 

Teya Griff 

Kathryn Hutchins 

Phoebe Jenkins 

Rachael McDonald 

Julia Mitchell 

Kye Mojtahedi 

Elliot O’Donohue

Annabelle Rix 

Adam Taylor

Jack Watson

“Due to COVID-19 I lost my job, I have 
not been able to go home, and it has 
been a rough year for me, as it has been 
for many people. But this scholarship 
has helped me a lot through these tough 
times and eased financial stress from 
me and my family. Thank you for your 
kindness, for this scholarship, and I 
hope that you are all staying safe during 
these times. Again, thank you so much.”  
Manami 

“This year has not been easy for anyone, 
but has taken quite a financial toll on 
myself and my family; given this, I 
would like to thank the donors for their 
generosity and for relieving some of the 
stress on my family – their contribution 
is immensely appreciated.”  
Heath

Generosity and support from our community

Missing us?
We’re missing 
you too! 
With over 6,500 alumni located in 
over 50 countries, who have studied 
a myriad of courses, the University 
College community is incredibly 
diverse and talented. 

Due to the restrictions implemented as 
a result of the coronavirus pandemic, 
many of the College’s programs 
have had to transition to the online 
environment, including the opportunity 
for students to meet with and be 
guided by alumni. This is normally done 
through inviting alumni and industry 
professionals to join students at College 
events such as weekly High Table.

The Dean of Studies wanted to ensure 
that the link between students and the 
College community did not suffer as a 
result of the pandemic and consequently 
we have had over 60 alumni offer their 
time and expertise to more than 70 
current students.

Alumni living in countries as far away 
as the USA and England, and of course, 
right here in Australia and in Melbourne 
have generously donated their time 
to speak with students over Skype or 
Zoom. Their ‘matches’ help them gain 
further understanding about aspects of 
their course, provide career mentoring 
and act as sounding boards to bounce 
ideas off around their course and career.

If you would like to volunteer 
to help out this program or if 
you would like to get involved 
in activities and events with the 
College to enhance the student 
experience, please contact the 
Advancement Manager on  
+61 3 9349 9113 or community@
unicol.unimelb.edu.au

Last year’s Pathways Dinner
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Lesley was one of the very first students 
to reside at University Women’s College 
(UWC) in 1938. Lesley grew up in 
Rapanyup and moved to Melbourne to 
study at the University of Melbourne. 
She graduated in 1941 with a Bachelor 
of Science. To this day, her close circle 
of friends still consists of a lot of her 
fellow residents from UWC in the late 
thirties and early forties. 

Many of you may recall being regaled 
by Lesley’s stories about life at UWC at 
College events throughout the years 
– we are looking forward to being 
able to welcome this living legend 
back to share her passion for her 
time at College. On behalf of the UC 
community we’d like to wish Lesley a 
happy birthday!

On Saturday 20 June, alumna Lesley Fallon OAM (nee Keipert) celebrated 
her 100th birthday at home with an endless parade of socially distanced 
visitors and well wishers. Our Advancement Manager, Sam Hawkins, 
presented Lesley with a gift on behalf of the College to commemorate her 
milestone birthday.

CELEBRATION

100 years young...  
Celebrating a milestone 
birthday with Lesley

Lesley reflecting on her  
special day:

“My 100th birthday was 20th June, 
2020. What was appearing to become a total disaster – with no 
family, no grandchildren and no great grandchildren – turned out 
unexpectedly to be one of the most memorable days of my life!  
I was surrounded all day with love and affection. 

It started with a Zoom meeting at 9am for all the family in NSW 
complete with a birthday cake with 100 candles which had to be 
blown out twice. The rest of the day was interspersed with five 
visitors at hourly intervals. At lunchtime an opera singer sang two  
of my favourite arias and a choir of friends sang outside my window. 
Five birthday cakes arrived and a myriad of cards, gifts and flowers. 

Another highlight was a surprise drive-past my home in the 
afternoon. I wish I could personally thank everyone but, 
unfortunately I can’t, so please accept my overwhelming, powerful 
thanks for a most memorable and wonderful 100th birthday.”

Noel Piper (nee Rome) and Lesley Falloon 
(nee Keipert) at the front of University 
Women’s College in 1938

Lesley on the big day
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Thank you to our 2020 Donors

Ms S Bhullar

Mrs N & Mr R Binding

Mrs A Black

Mrs J Blencowe 

Botha Family

Dr D Bresciani OAM  
& Mr L Bresciani

Dr L Broughton

Dr M Bullen

Chambers Family

Mr G & Mrs H 
Chapman

Dr C Cheers

Mrs E & Mr B Corbett

Dr A Cornish

Mrs J Cox AM &  
Mr L Cox AO

Mrs D Demack

Ms A Duncan

Ms D Farrell

Mr D Ferluga

Hawkins Family

Mrs E Head

Mrs J & Professor  
A Holmes

Horseman Family

Prof B Howlett

Hughes Family

Hurrel Family

Dr A Jabara

Ms M Kelso

Dr R Kiss & Mr C 
O’Donohue

Mrs M Legge

Dr J Lv

Ms C Lynch

Mr R Macdonald

Mr W Mackie

Ms M MacRitchie

Mrs J & Mr C 
McCraith

Dr J McDonald 
and the Hon P 
Honeywood

Mrs C & Mr M McGain

Dr J Mitchell

Dr A Moffatt

Dr B & Mr M Murray

Ms H Murray

Mrs A Oppenheim

Mr G Ryles OAM KSJ

Dr E Shaw

Mr P & Mrs J Szepe

Dr R Terry

Mrs G & Mr R Tolliday

Mrs J Walstab

Mrs M Webster

Ms J Williams

Mrs V Wilson

Mrs P Wood

Professor R Yi

Ms K Yu & Mr K Ng

Mr T Zhu

Australian 
Communities 
Foundation

David Syme 
Charitable Trust

DMW Industries  
Pty Ltd

Ecycle Solutions  
Pty Ltd

Estate of Margaret 
Joyce Boston

Lovell Chen

Perpetual Trustee 
Company Limited

The University 
College Association

The Ray and 
Joyce Uebergang 
Foundation

Youth Music 
Foundation of 
Australia

As well as numerous 
generous donors 
who wish to remain 
anonymous.

This was certainly not the year anyone expected, and as well as thanking our regular donors, we’d like to 
acknowledge all those who offered additional financial support for students during the COVID-19 crisis.  
Thank you to the following people who have donated to the Annual Appeal so far in 2020 (until end of October).

2020 DONORS
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Tennant 

Female Sports 
Representative Gaby 
Patterson  

Male Sports Representative 
Lachie Gee

First Year Representatives
Ben Schultz and  
Grace Munro

COLLEGE STAFF
Head of College
Dr J McDonald, BA(Hons) 
DipEd MEd(Stud Well) PhD 
Melb. MACE

Dean of Students
Mrs Liz Agostino, BA(Hons) 
PostGrad Dip (Psych) Melb.

Dean of Studies 
Mr Andre Louhanapessy, 
BEng Trisakti MDevSt Melb.

Commercial Manager 
Mrs Kelly Reed, BA Acc 
Swinburne, DipEd Monash

Finance Manager
Ms Kelly Fung, BCom 
La Trobe CPA

Accounts Officer
Ms Pui Shan Kwok, BCom 
La Trobe CPA

Advancement Manager
Position currently vacant

Marketing Manager 
Ms Rachel Unicomb, BCmn 
Newcastle  

Marketing and 
Communications Advisor 
Ms Quyen Do, BBus W.Syd  

Registrar 
Ms Zoey Maiden, DipBus, 
DipMan, CertIVBusAdmin

Wellbeing Coordinator
Ms Alexandra Ehrenberg, 
BBehavSc(Psych) 
PGDipPsych QUT, MBMSc 
Syd. MAPS

House, Events and 
Conference Manager
Mr Tim McBain, BCom 
Griffith 

Guest Services Agents
Ms Gina Cahayagan 
Ms Sara Guest
Ms Joanne Stalker

IT Support 
Mr Stuart McMinn 

Librarian
Ms Mary Coghlan, 
BSocSc (Librarianship) 
RMIT GradDipMgt RMIT 
GradDipeLearning C.Qld.

Archivist
Mr Ian Forster, BHA NSW MA  
(Archives & Records) Monash

Facilities Manager
Mr Henri Seneque

Assistant Facilities Manager
Mr Dane Pound

Maintenance Officer
Mr Sam Pilgrim  

Gardener
Mr Ian Robertson, Assoc 
Dip Hort Melb. Burnley

Executive Chef
Mr Philip Garrod

Head Chef
Mr Edward Reyes

Sous Chef
Ms Hazel Krauss

Trade Cook
Mr Komal Jhowry

Apprentice Chef 
Ms Jahvaan Quilter

Kitchen Hands
Mr Kevin Williams

Ms Lucy Saliba

Dining Hall Supervisor
Mr Greg Coutts

Dining Hall and Function 
Team Leader
Ms Lauren McLean

RESIDENT TUTORS
Ms Emma Dragh
Ms Mallory Evans
Ms Lucinda Harrison
Mr Edward Kermode 
Mr Nicholas Langdon
Mr Vincent Liu
Mr Fergus Neal
Ms Ulrike Pfisterer
Ms Lauren Powell
Ms Elizabeth Rogers
Mr Ayush Srinet 
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STUDENT CLUB EXECUTIVE2020
President
Jake Vernon Elliot 

Bachelor of Biomedicine 
University of Melbourne 

Vice President
Kathryn Hutchins  

Bachelor of Arts 
University of Melbourne 

Treasurer
Connor Byrne  

Bachelor of Arts 
University of Melbourne 

Female Sports Representative 
Gaby Patterson 

Bachelor of Mechanical 
Engineering/Bachelor of 
Industrial Design 
RMIT 

Male Sports Representative 
Lachlan Gee 

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport 
Science 
ACU 

Equity Representative
Luca Noonan 

Bachelor of Arts 
University of Melbourne 

Social Representatives
Sarah Castle 

Bachelor of Speech Pathology 
ACU

Meg Tennant 

Bachelor of Textiles 
RMIT 

International Representative
Emma Amey 

Bachelor of Arts 
University of Melbourne

ICAC Representative
Matthew Grundy  

Bachelor of Science  
University of Melbourne 

Secretary
Drew Ireland-Shead 

Bachelor of Arts 
University of Melbourne 
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